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Keep Your Eye On The Prize!
Svitlana Garbuzova-Davis*
Department of Neurosurgery and Brain Repair, University of South Florida, Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, Florida 33612, United
States of America

For scientists studying various diseases, there is only one true prize… seeing their results bring tangible benefits to patients. Our
journal, Neurological Research and Therapy: Open Access, works to bridge the gap between the laboratory and the clinic by providing rapid
publication for research articles and case reports as well as review articles, editorials and letters. Manuscript submissions related to the
central nervous system, functions, and mechanisms and their relationship to neurological diseases and treatments are particularly welcome.
Treatment of neurological disease remains a daunting challenge. Mechanisms for many neurological disorders are complex and
poorly understood. To further our understanding into causes and outcomes of these disorders, it is important to move results of basic research
into clinical trials. Our diverse Editorial Board, composed of recognized international researchers and clinicians, is closely involved in review
of submitted manuscripts. The breadth of specialties encompassed by our Editorial Board members allows knowledgeable oversight of
published papers. I encourage any potential authors with substantive contributions furthering neurological research to submit your paper to
our journal. Sharing your knowledge with fellow researchers, clinicians, and the general public is an important step towards developing
successful treatments for debilitating neurological disease.
Fellow researchers and clinicians, let’s all keep our eyes on the prize!
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